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As Andrew Chadwick noted in 2006, “The issue is no longer whether politics is online, but in what 
forms and with what consequences?”i Governments use the Internet for many reasons, including 
informing the public, facilitating voting, and communicating with constituents. Similarly, citizens 
engage with political institutions online in a variety of ways. William Dutton, who terms this 
engagement of citizenry with government the “Fifth Estate”, delineates two institutional arenas: the 
use of “the Internet and related ICTs to enhance existing democratic institutions and processes…
and the networking of individuals to enable the public to hold all institutions of government and 
politics more accountable”.ii This poster will contrast websites that use the internet to facilitate 
representation (e.g., the Sunlight Foundation, Wikileaks) with those that focus on governance (e.g., 
Community Patent Review, SeeClickFix). 
These organizations differ in their fundamental objectives: the first type uses the Internet to 
influence democracy itself while the second engages citizens to do work they have already 
delegated to government. There are many examples of both types of organizations, both in the 
United States and abroad.iii Some use crowdsourcing to create or organize information; others 
present information to users but do not allow them to contribute.iv This poster will focus on 
organizations that operate in the US and use peer production; it will highlight their use of online 
collaboration, as well as their impact on issues of government transparency, democratic 
representation, and peer production of knowledge. 
The mission of the Sunlight Foundation is to “using the revolutionary power of the Internet to 
make information about Congress and the federal government more meaningfully accessible to 
citizens.”v As such, it sponsors online tools that allow the public to watch and contribute to 
knowledge about government spending, the legislative process, and the influence of lobbyists. One 
project of the Sunlight Foundation, PublicMarkup.org, allows the public to annotate bills before 
they are passed by Congress. Several 2008 bills were posted on the site, including the act that 
authorized the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP). The Sunlight Foundation also sponsors 
projects that do not use peer production, such as MAPLight.org, which allows combines data on 
campaign contributions and voting records for legislators.
Wikileaks.org allows users to upload “leaks” -- information about corrupt officials, scandals, and 
other misbehavior – in an anonymous manner. Wikileaks thus crowdsources the whistle-blower 
role in government (as well as other areas) and also the fact-checking of whistles blown. Wikileaks 
operates in nearly every country (as it is a wiki, countries can be added very easily), but is 
represented by Australian Hacker Julian Assange.vi Situated between journalism and governance, 
Wikileaks is more difficult to classify, but as an example of whistle-blowing on government 
corruption, it aims to improve the democratic process.  
Community Patent Review is a striking example an organization that uses peer production for 
governance. Community Patent Review  is a “web-based application that allows third parties to 
comment on patents before they are issued. Large patent holders, including General Electric, 
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, and Red Hat, have agreed to be part of the pilot, 
and the patent office has agreed to waive the usual fee for third party comment submissions and 
give the patents of pilot participants expedited review.” vii This provides a public adjunct to the 
Constitutionally designated function of the Patent Office; this citizen participation does not follow 
the chain-of-command of the patent office, but instead involves citizens (and non-citizens) in a 
new way, as users and collaborators.
SeeClickFix operates at the local level. SeeClickFix “allows anyone to report and track non-
emergency issues anywhere in the world via the internet. This empowers citizens, community 
groups, media organizations and governments to take care of and improve their neighborhoods.”viii 
Users post local maintenance issues (e.g., potholes, vandalism), and others can volunteer to fix 
them. This enhances the role of existing local government functions (e.g., the parks department, 
the roads department) by again involving the public directly in a non-democratic capacity.
Each of these organizations uses a different method to apply peer production to the task of 
improving democracy or of improving governance. Sometimes these tasks are mixed: MySociety, 
a UK organization similar to the Sunlight Foundation, creators of FixMyStreet (which inspired 
SeeClickFix in the US), hosts an e-petition process, which facilitates, instead of street fixing, the 
development of petitions that are sent directly to the Prime Minister. 
Organizations can be difficult to classify by these criteria. Creative Commons, founded in 2001, 
uses open licensing to bypass the more restrictive features of copyright law. Although it is not 
technically “crowdsourced”, it does rely on the network effects of its many users who can build on 
each others’ creations as long as they are all licensed under Creative Commons. In this aspect, it is 
an example of the second type of organization. Instead of lobbying to change copyright law, it 
bypasses the structure chosen by democratically elected representatives and instead uses a “Fifth 
Estate”, user-governance model. People decide for themselves what kind of copyright they would 
like to have and share that with others. Similarly, SeeClickFix does not try to recall local parks 
officials, but instead points out where citizens can do local maintenance themselves; Community 
Patent Review does not aim to reform the US Patent Office, but instead facilitates public input.
The subject of the first group is representation; the subject of the second is a social issue, such as 
property rights in innovation or local property damage. Both approaches involve transparency, but 
the second approach involves further transparency as the citizens are full participants in the entire 
process. For example, what a government does with Wikileaks information or how the annotations 
on laws are processed is not necessarily transparent. Whether or not a problem ahs been fixed on 
SeeClickFix is transparent. In other words, the first category still involves representation, which 
naturally decreases transparency, while the second does not.
These two approaches are in some degree of tension: if, in the extreme case, all government 
functions were handled directly by citizens, there would be no need for representative democracy. 
On the other hand, if transparency is all that democracy needs, then perhaps the more 
communitarian approach would not be necessary. In some ways, these two approaches are, to use 
an economic term, substitutable goods. 
Both of these approaches are simply the result of applying peer production to public goods, such as 
well-maintained public spaces, efficient patent issuance, or well-formulated laws. As these 
organizations grow, they will necessarily blur these lines and create further emergent forms of 
online democracy and online governance. 
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